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 PUBLIC HEARING & REGULAR MEETING 

 THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 2017 

7:00 pm – John Weichsel Municipal Center Assembly Room 

196 North Main Street, Southington, CT 

 

 MINUTES   

 

 The Southington Inland Wetlands Agency held a public hearing on 

Thursday, September 7, 2017 at the John Weichsel Municipal Center 

Assembly Room, 196 North Main Street, Southington, CT. Theresa 

Albanese, Chair, called the meeting to order at 7:00 with the 

following in attendance: 

 Commissioners:  Christopher Borowy, Greg Ali & Walter Grover      

 Ex-Officio: David Lavallee, Assistant Town Planner 

 Absent:  James Sullivan, Jeff Crown and William Camp, 

Commissioners           

 Alternates: Lisa Jansson & Carolyn Futtner 

    

A quorum was determined. 

 

3. Continued Public Hearing Items: 

 A. Map Amendment #152 – Application of Joseph & Monica Cusano 

seeking to amend the Southington Inland Wetlands Map to reflect the 

findings of Soil Scientist David Lord, property located at 90 Welch 

Road – Assessor’s Map 167, Parcel 001. 

 Mr. Lavallee indicated if this item is tabled, we will need a 30-

day extension.   The Chair added we’ve only received the report from 

Mr. Lord today.   There is a light commission here tonight and all of 

the commission members have not had a chance to review the report.  We 

would like to table the public hearing.  However, this would be the 

appropriate time for a presentation pointed out Mr. Lavallee. 

 David Lord, Professional Soil Scientist and Environmental 

Consultant.  My company is Soil Resource Consultants and I have an 

office in Meriden, Connecticut. 

 A document submitted to staff this afternoon concerns the 

findings of several onsite investigations which were conducted after 

the commission walked the subject property as a site walk to walk the 

wetland boundary and questions were raised concerning a drainage 

feature which is on the property.  
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 The question was why did I not classify this area and flag it as 

an intermittent watercourse.   He gave a little bit of history stating 

that the drainage feature which comes off of the drainage system on 

West Street flows down through some commercial business along the west 

side of West Street, discharges from a culvert pipe which flows under 

a portion of the subject property, the Cusano property, and discharges 

to daylight slightly into the woods.  It discharges into an area of no 

wetland soils.  Very important.  We do not have a ground water 

component within that channel system either before the pipe was put in 

or now.  Several soil borings were done through the bottom of the 

channel in places where there was not water, into the sides of the 

banks of the ditch and no wetland soil characteristics, whatsoever.   

No high groundwater table conditions within the channel limits. 

 There is a significant amount of sediment.  It is acting as 

bedload --- that’s a term used in hydrology for amounts of sediment 

that move through a channel, a ditch, even a small stream that has 

water flowing in it, movement of sediment.  This sediment derives from 

two sources:  road sands, very rounded, clean, sandy material. Present 

right at the discharge point there is a plunge pool of rock riprap 

portion of the drainage ditch below the existing outlet.  Beyond that, 

the material in the channel is unsorted.  It is a combination of fine 

grained material, sands, gravelly sands, large rocks.  (See photos in 

the report.) 

 The sediment is moving in large block amounts.  It is not evenly 

spready through the bottom of the watercourse channel.  It is not 

sorted in any way.  It is mixed by an erosive force on the channels is 

dislodging material from the bed of the channel banks and moving that 

down gradient.  There is a slight to moderate slope through the 

channel. 

 There are a number of gully heads.  That is a sharp vertical face 

that erodes in an uphill manner by the force of water eroding out and 

moving soil and the gully heads move back, in this case, towards the 

discharge point of the culvert pipe. 

 Mr. Lord then reviewed the report which he submitted dated 

September 7, 2017 page by page. 

 The conclusion statement is in my professional opinion the 

subject drainage feature is not an intermittent watercourse based on 

the debatable existence of a permanent channel with banks, the lack of 

any hydrophytic vegetation in or along the channel and no evidence of 

alluvial scour or deposition. 

 That is the findings of the numerous site investigations which I 

did on the site after your site walk.   I’ll try to answer any 

questions you have. 
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 The Chair asked if there was a way for him to develop a better 

plan that actually depicts the channel limits, the bed and banks of 

the channel limit, depicted on a map with topography --- it could be a 

civil survey or GPS as long as you can tie the GPS in to work as a 

submeter grade to the plan.  And, show the existing contours, as well. 

 You show the 25-foot-wide drainage easement but in no form or 

fashion do we see any channel.  Unless there is an existing 

topographic plan that shows all the contours and shows the channel.   

 Mr. Lord said on the Town GIS map is a depiction of the drainage 

easement, the state’s drainage easement.    

 The Chair stated on the applicant’s plan it shows a 25-foot-wide 

drainage easement.  (Showed the plan.)   What I and the commission 

would like to see is an actual topographic map that shows the civil 

survey limits of that channel.  Where it begins near the woods line 

and all the way to its connection to the waterbody which is the pond.   

 Discussion. 

 The Chair continued maybe every 50 feet a profile.  Cross 

section.  Show the top and the bottom of bank so we can see what the 

true vertical feature is of this waterbody. 

 The Chair then asked:  How do we know definitively that there is 

no groundwater hydrology and how do we confirm that?  Are we 

confirming that based on some soil borings?   Mr. Lord responded 

through soil borings it was determined that the soils show no sign of 

redoximorphic features within the limit, including the bottom of the 

channel.  In areas that did not have standing water, I did some soil 

borings through there and did not find any mottling features. 

 The Chair continued.  Have you worked in a situation where you 

put piezometers out on a site because you came across an area where 

there was a stream or waterbody and you were trying to figure out 

whether or not there was any hydrology that might’ve been changed 

based on some kind of alteration of some kind of development in the 

area and you needed to put piezometers out to determine what the 

ground surface water elevation was.   Mr. Lord said he did not.  But, 

based on the soils which is an indication of long term duration of 

hydrology and water table and even on the surface of the hardpan 

layer, there is very little.  

 The soil borings go down a good foot or foot and half below the 

bed.   A confining layer was noted.         

 Discussion.   

 The Chair brought up the angular rock and material.   That is 

native to the area, correct?   And, all that area has existing bedrock 

and various constituents of bedrock.  Whatever sediment that is in 

that channel is coming from force of water but it is not coming 
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directly from the water.   Mr. Lord said the water is moving and 

eroding the sides of the channel and that is causing the sediment to 

be in the bottom of the channel and moving through the channel.   

 Discussion. 

 The Chair asked how do you know that most of the sediment 

constituents that are in this channel are coming directly from the 

road sediments.   Mr. Lord said only the sand at the discharge point 

in the plunge pool is where the pure sand is found within the channel 

limits.  Once you move a short distance beyond the lower limits of the 

plunge pool, bedload material is coarse, gravelly fine sandy loam with 

cobbles and boulders consistent with the material in other places on 

the site and more appropriately on the channel banks and within the 

channel. 

 Mr. Lavallee asked Mr. Lord to speak a little bit to the scour 

and the definition of scour and how it may not apply to our definition 

in terms of figuring out whether it is scour from alluvial or scour 

from erosive forces.   What do you define evidence of scour as in 

terms of where it would be generated from simply storm water, could it 

be contributed from something else?     Mr. Lord responded that based 

on the size of the sediment within the bottom of the channel, it is 

dominantly the result of erosive forces of sizable storm events which 

could discharge from that culvert pipe and are able to move the 

sediment which includes some pretty good-sized rock through the 

channel.  The scouring that you are referring to, I believe, is in the 

definition of alluvial scouring and deposition.  Scouring is not a 

separate criterion.  It is alluvial scouring meaning it is the 

scouring of alluvial material or the deposition of alluvial material.    

 Mr. Lavallee then asked how does that not apply to this situation 

in terms of scour?  Mr. Lord said the material in the bottom of the 

channel which I am referring to as sediment and erosion features is 

not sorted and is moved by regular flows of base flow in the channel.  

In this situation, it is an area of channel carved out through an 

upland at the discharge point.  The channel was created by discharge.  

There was no channel there before the discharge point.  There is no 

evidence at all of a natural swale, a natural drainage feature in that 

location.  This was a created drainage feature.     

 Discussion. 

 Alluvial material is generally sorted by the regular flow of 

different volumes of water.   It can be based on storm events but it 

is not as sensitive to the events as this site is because of the 

massive amounts of sediments that are moving through this watercourse 

channel in clumps of sediment.         

 Discussion. 

 Alluvial material is generally in a uniform gentle grade across 

the surface.  The scouring can move the flatness of the alluvial 
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material, but we are looking at features that are much more created by 

erosion, processes that alluvial action where the water picks up the 

material and moves it in a uniform manner enough to create that 

sorting of particles by size.  The fine sands will fall out.  Course 

material will move farther down.  That’s the sorting from regular 

inundation and flows.   What we are seeing is everything is pushed 

like a bulldozer effect to this point in time when the water from the 

storm event in all likelihood stops discharging the volume of water 

that allows that sediment pile to move that far into the channel and 

waits for the next one.   The next storm pushes that clump further 

down the channel.  That is an erosion function of that water and not 

an alluvial function which would more uniformly spready that material 

out over the bottom of the channel creating sorting by particle size 

in and a more uniform slope in the bottom of the channel. 

 Mr. Lavallee asked if it had two of the components but it wasn’t 

natural, at some point in time someone thought it was important to add 

that to the definition of a watercourse. 

 Mr. Lord noted the professional soil science society that he is a 

member of was instrumental in getting the definition adopted by the 

state to accurately define an intermittent watercourse.   

 Discussion of a site in Middlefield. 

 Discussion of the adopted language for an intermittent 

watercourse.   

 Mr. Lavallee asked if upstream there was a seep, would that 

affect your opinion on this?  Mr. Lord stated that the uphill seep 

that contributes to the base flow in the pipe would only affect the 

standing flow of the water not related to a storm event.  It doesn’t 

have any influence because the amount of water would be way too small 

to create the alluvial conditions that are represented by the other 

secondary criteria.  The amount of water out there within the last 

week, there was a very small trickle flow coming out of the discharge 

pipe.  The flow went into the sediment in the bottom of the channel 

and disappeared for sections and then came back.  In some places, 

there was a pool of water where it was like a reverse grade in the 

channel bottom and trapped the water in a pool.   

 Trickle flow, the base flow that comes from underground drainage 

that may be tied in there would only influence the secondary criteria 

for standing or flowing water.  The Chair added, the water coming from 

the seep contributes to the flow.  Mr. Lord said the flow is there. 

 The Chair said it was important to look at aerial maps as far 

back as possible.  Mr. Lavallee said he looked at 1934 and it looks 

like the pond is manmade.  And, on the old topo maps it does show 

contours that would indicate a channel and a natural feature that 

would convey the water.  The Chair said in all likelihood when this 
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drainage easement was put in, usually engineers looks for an area 

that’s a lot spot.  They found this low spot in the landscape and 

decided to put the pipe there as it is an existing low, channelized 

area, natural landscape.   It made sense to put it there. 

 Mr. Lord said he could provide a list of drainage outlets he has 

looked at in the last 30 years where the pipe went as far as they 

wanted it go and stopped it whether it was on a channel, a steep 

slope, it really does not relate to yes, there was a channel below 

where they stopped this pipe.  That may or may not be fact. 

 The Chair said we are going to request an extension and we are 

asking you to submit an additional plan.   Mr. Lord said he would 

consult with the client on both of those points.  The Chair said it 

might be advisable to have a second party to confer with you or to 

examine the same channel and come up with their own independent 

report.   Mr. Lavallee said that could be asked for but he would ask 

if there was an opportunity to go back out there and see if the 

channel turns into a watercourse, some portion of it, towards the 

wetlands.  Say it doesn’t extend 200 feet but it does extend a portion 

of it where we are in agreement one hundred percent that it does show 

two of three standards that we look for.  I find it hard to believe 

there is none of that all of the way up to the final point where it 

meets the confluence there.   I’d like to see it again to look at it 

from that point of view if that is okay with the applicant.  The Chair 

agreed she would like to see it again but with the map in front of us. 

 Mr. Lord asked for time to confer with his clients on those 

requests. 

 (Pause, pause, pause) 

 (Pause, pause, pause) 

  

 Mr. Lord indicated they are agreeable to a 30-day extension.  On 

the second matter, the applicant would like to address the commission. 

 Monica Cusano, 90 Welch Road, Cusano Farm, addressed the 

commission reading from a prepared statement.  I want to make it clear 

and ease your minds that my property is not for sale or sold.  It’s my 

farm and I have no intention of selling it at the moment. 

 Spoke of her familiarity with wetlands as she deals with it every 

day.  Her company, she has owned for 30 years, installing silt fence 

and erosion product.  I admit our property is a bit tricky. 

 When we first moved in 17 years ago, there was an enormous amount 

of water, rain water and runoff that the town engineer at the time 

allowed to directly flow on to the property from the abutting 

commercial properties along West Street.   Explained. 
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 - 1676 West Street was discussed. 

 - 1650 West Street was discussed. 

 - 1610 West Street was discussed. 

 After all the years, we’ve fixed some of the water issues and 

vigorously keep an eye on the development on West Street.  All those 

things happening along the field, it caused major runoff, water to 

directly flow and impact the property causing major floods and making 

areas of non-wetlands look like wetlands.   

 I think Dave Lord has clearly done his due diligence and clearly 

proved to you this is not wetland area. 

 The drainage easement was there when we moved in.  It was 

overflowing everywhere and we had the state come in and put in plunge 

pools to slow it down because of the enormous amount of flooding it 

was doing at the other end.  It was eroding both sides of the channel. 

 Explained the characteristics of the channel when they moved in.  

It is now way deeper and the water that flows down there at rain time 

is enormous.  When it doesn’t     rain, there is no water.    

 Discussion. 

 Is there or was there a channel there originally with the 

easement?  That was when Route 229 went in.  The state went to Mr. 

Klepacki, who raised cows, and didn’t want all the water running on to 

his land, he agreed for them to put the catch basins in and that 

easement, all of the way down through his property so it wouldn’t 

interfere with his cows.  That’s how that easement originally got 

there.   

 In the meantime, we do take on everyone’s upper water.  We’ve 

being fighting for years.  At this moment, a lot of the water --- 

somehow, we’ve fixed a lot of things and it doesn’t flow directly into 

where it used to and that channel is eroding from rain water.  That is 

not a watercourse.  It only runs when it rains. 

 Now you are asking me to spend money to get it surveyed and start 

seeing how the depth of the different sizes are.  At this point, if 

you have an issue, you’ll have to hire somebody concluded Ms. Cusano.  

I don’t think that is a thing we should be responsible for since you 

keep questioning the size of the embankment and why they are eroding 

and that is from rainwater.   Come up and see.    

 Discussion. 

 The Chair explained the charge of the inland wetland commission.  

We all appreciate Mr. Lord’s presentation.  We understand his 

capabilities and experience.  I think the due diligence falls upon the 

applicant and not upon the commission.  It is on your end to provide 

all the information you just mentioned as to the history.  If you 
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could provide that historical information that’ll give us more 

understanding of how this channel came about.  We are looking at the 

channel how it is in its conditions right now.   We are following the 

regulations as expressed.  Mr. Lord is showing how he interpreted and 

defines the regulations, as well.  Some of us are not really 

understanding the alluvial portion more than anything.  And, the flow, 

since there was a seep.          

 Discussion. 

 Ms. Cusano then explained the drainage of water from West Street 

development on to her property. 

 The Chair then reiterated she should provide that historical 

information and plans to the commission for review.   Due diligence 

needs to be done on the applicant’s end. 

 Maintenance by the DOT on Route 229 was discussed for the end of 

the pipe.   Ms. Cusano stated they are going to come in and redo the 

plunge pools again.   

 Ms. Cusano again stated the commission should come out when it 

rains and see where the water comes from and goes.     

 Discussion. 

 Mr. Lord commented the question of all of these potential sources 

for water, I am not sure what the point of that is because we’ve 

already said there is standing or flowing water and it does not appear 

to be directly related to a storm event.  That criteria is present.  

We are not fighting that at this point to say that criteria isn’t 

there.  This research into where the water is coming from, we’re not 

debating that at this point. 

 The Chair responded the alteration of the water body, a lot of it 

seems to be because of the runoff from that outlet.  All the scouring 

is occurring from that.  That’s in the report. 

 Mr. Lord continued he was a little bit confused now as to what 

the emphasis on the water flowing is generating because we are not 

debating that particular criteria.  The focus at this point has been 

the question of alluvial, actually.  And, that’s all I think I’ve seen 

or heard this evening:  Is this alluvial action or erosive action. 

 The Chair stated that is the reason for her request to have a 

second opinion or a second scientist look at this.  Mr. Lavallee and I 

are trying to figure out the alluvial end of things.  If it is a 

matter of going back out and look at it and coming to that point of 

that channel and saying, at this location we truly have alluvial 

deposits.   Mr. Lord said he had no problem meeting with Mr. Lavallee 

out there to look at it starting at the pond discharge and working up 

and seeing what is there and documenting that.  That is a good step.  

We may reach agreement.   Mr. Lavallee said he is totally onboard with 
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that.   The Chair said let’s start there instead of you incurring all 

the additional costs.        

 Discussion. 

 At what point are we saying it is not an intermittent stream is 

the question the Chair is getting at.  Not so much the physical part 

but the hydrological part, too.   Mr. Lavallee commented on that 

point.  If there are stretches of it where you see it disappears, 

we’ll have to figure out if that is the lower end and it’s not 

restricted because of the bed material, maybe is infiltrate and be 

exfiltrated.  We’ll take a look at that. 

 Mr. Borowy made a motion to grant a 30-day extension to Map 

Amendment #152.   Mr. Grover seconded.   Motion passed 4 to 0 on a 

roll call vote. 

 This portion of the public hearing is tabled and continued.  

4. Adjournment 

 (Whereupon, the public hearing portion of the meeting was 

adjourned at 7:56 o’clock, p.m.) 
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REGULAR MEETING 

 THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 7, 2017 

7:00 pm – John Weichsel Municipal Center Assembly Room 

196 North Main Street, Southington, CT 

 

 MINUTES   

 

 The Southington Inland Wetlands Agency held a meeting on 

Thursday, September 7, 2017 at the John Weichsel Municipal Center 

Assembly Room, 196 North Main Street, Southington, CT. Theresa 

Albanese, Chair, called the meeting to order at 7:57 with the 

following in attendance: 

 Commissioners:  Christopher Borowy, Greg Ali & Walter Grover      

 Ex-Officio: David Lavallee, Assistant Town Planner 

 Absent:  James Sullivan, Jeff Crown and William Camp, 

Commissioners           

 Alternates: Lisa Jansson & Carolyn Futtner 

    

A quorum was determined. 

                      

3. The Pledge of Allegiance was recited by everyone in attendance 

 

4.  Approval of Minutes – Regular meeting of August 3, 2017  

 Mr. Borowy made a motion to approve the Minutes as presented.   

Mr. Grover seconded.  Motion passed unanimously on a voice vote. 

 

5. Reports from Public, Press and Ex-Officio Members regarding items 

scheduled for action. 

 None. 

 

6. Items from the Public Hearing 

 A. Information – Map Amendment #152, Application of Joseph & 

Monica Cusano seeking to amend the Southington Inland Wetlands Map to 

reflect the findings of Soil Scientist David Lord, property located at 

90 Welch Road – Assessor’s Map 167, Parcel 001. 

 Mr. Borowy made a motion to table.   Mr. Grover seconded.   

Motion passed unanimously on a voice vote. 
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7. Inland Wetland Applications 

 A. Information/Action – IW #1261/FF #254 – Application of the 

Town of Southington seeking to perform upgrades to the existing water 

pollution control plant.  Property Located at 999 Meriden Waterbury 

Tpk. 

 Ready for action.  We were just waiting for the appeal period to 

expire.   

 Mr. Borowy made a motion to approve IW#1261.  This would actually 

be an overall benefit to the Quinnipiac River water quality.   Mr. Ali 

seconded.  Motion passed 4 to 0 on a roll call vote. 

 The Chair explained on FF #254 we need to send a favorable 

recommendation to the planning & zoning commission.   Mr. Borowy so 

moved the motion and Mr. Grover seconded.   Motion passed 4 to 0 on a 

roll call vote. 

 

 B. Information/Action – IW #1262/FF#255 – Application of 

Parker Arai seeking to install an accessible canoe launch for disabled 

individuals along the bank of the Quinnipiac River at the Mill Street 

Dog Park.  Property located at 64 Mill Street. 

 Ready for action.  Mr. Borowy made a motion to approve IW #1262 

as presented.  Mr. Ali seconded.  Motion passed 4 to 0 on a roll call 

vote. 

 Mr. Borowy made a motion to send a favorable recommendation to 

the planning & zoning commission.  Mr. Ali seconded.  Motion passed 4 

to 0 on a roll call vote. 

 

 C. Information – IW #1263 – Application of Bristolvest LLC 

seeking to perform remedial excavation in a small portion of property 

located in Southington.   Property located at West Street – rear.  

Primary site:  894 Middle Street, Bristol. 

 Tim Carr, Licensed Environmental Professional with Nobis 

Engineering in Naugatuck, CT, made a presentation representing the 

City of Bristol, on behalf of the applicant which is Bristolvest, LLC. 

 We’ve been working on a project at 1894 Middle Street in Bristol 

since about 2014.  It is the site of a former Laviero Metals recycling 

facility which operated on about 17 acres of property in Bristol from 

1950 to about 1990. As part of their metal recycling operation, they 
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received metals from all sorts of sources including scrap wire, 

transformers and other electrical equipment that contained pcbs.   

 As a result, now we have on the 17-acre parcel in Bristol sources 

of pcbs that have through erosion and sedimentation crossed over the 

town line into approximately 2,000 sf of wetlands and wetlands buffer 

located in the Town of Southington. 

 I’m here with Siyuan Cao of Civil 1 Engineering.  They did the 

civil survey.   David Lord was our wetland scientist.  You should have 

with the application their information. 

 Mr. Lavallee confirmed he has the standards that they looked at 

but he did not have the delineation here.  I am not sure if that was 

provided.   (Mr. Carr provided now.) 

 On the screen, you can see the site.  He explained where the 

metals were received, stored in the middle and they had a burn pit.  

The town line was pointed out.  To the north is Bristol and to the 

south is Southington. 

 Another important feature is the Eversource easement of overhead 

transmission lines.   

 In our investigation, we’ve found the site was very popular for 

ATV riders, motorcycles, et cetera.  The portion used for recreational 

riding was pointed out.   It caused a lack of vegetation and it is 

very sandy. 

 Subsequently with the Laviero operation and pcb deposits in 

shallow soil, the lack of vegetation allowed the soil to erode, both 

wind and water erosion. 

 Higher level impacts were noted.    

 As part of our investigation which was funded by EPA and DECD, we 

taken just under 600 samples of soil for analysis, delineated the 

extent of pcbs in Bristol and followed that where it has eroded down 

the slope to the southwest of the site into the Town of Southington. 

 One important aspect of the site is that at some point in the 

late 1980’s to 1990’s Laviero Metals did quite a bit of soil removal 

in response to a Consent Order.  One was from DEEP and one was from 

EPA.   We think they removed quite a bit of soil with the trouble 

being it is not well documented.  The result is that it is kind of a 

widespread, very shallow, relatively low level of pcb contamination 

over about 5.5 acres in the Bristol portion of the site and it has 

affected 2,000 sf in the Town of Southington. 

 As part of our remedial plan to excavate these areas of impact, 

some of it would go offsite and some we would expect to get an 

approval of an upland consolidation area in Bristol and at the same 
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time as that activity is being performed, we need to get these wetland 

soils that have created an outwash deposit in the wetlands. 

 (Showed and explained photographs.) 

 The area of impact in Southington is combined wetland and buffer. 

 We’ve done testing on groundwater impacts and the pcb is not 

really mobile through soil and impacting groundwater.    

 Mr. Borowy questioned Mr. Carr:  You anticipate DEEP granting an 

approval for you to do an upland consolidation of these soils?   Mr. 

Carr said it is actually regulated more by EPA, so our application for 

a risk based remediation is under review.  We submitted in July.  

Because about 5,000 yards of soil is so low level -- this would be an 

industrial commercial site -- we’re requesting permission to leave 

everything less than 10 in a consolidation area on the Bristol side.  

Mr. Borowy noted it is right near the Southington line.   Mr. Carr 

said the area is here (indicating on the screen). 

 Mr. Lavallee asked for background on the consolidation process 

and how that would be achieved. 

 Mr. Carr said there is pcb impact there, as well.  A lot of 

earthwork to be done to prevent future erosion.  There would be a cut 

to create an area that would receive the volume we anticipate putting 

there.  It would be like a prepared pad, basically.   There is a 

development proposed not in a buffer zone or regulated area but is 

already impacted by pcbs and there is a plan to provide a development 

that would cap that area.  (Indicated the area on the screen.) 

 That plan is not part of this application.  It is in Bristol; 

however, it is part of the application to the EPA and DEEP. 

 Here in the Southington area we are requesting permission to 

remove soils from about 2,000 sf of area and bring it back to Bristol 

and consolidate it on the Bristol side where it is no longer subject 

to erosion.   And, basically restore what was wetlands.   Explained 

the original wetland grade was visible and in some places, is as deep 

as 4.5 feet down.  Quite a bit of erosion and outwash has impacted 

this area.         

 Discussion.   

 Mr. Lavallee said he wanted to make sure that as part of the 

close out operation the haul road would be restored so there’d be no 

new areas for erosion to take place that weren’t there before.  I’m 

sure that is standard practice but I am concerned that now the area is 

freshly disturbed.  I believe if anything commercially goes through on 

this site, we’d be notified as we are within 500’.   Mr. Carr said he 

would assume so, but that is not his area. 
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 Mr. Carr further added EPA is requiring at this time it be closed 

as an industrial/commercial property in perpetuity.  An Environmental 

Land Use Restriction would be required that would restrict residential 

development. 

 Mr. Lord is preparing a restoration plan. 

 Mr. Carr finally stated that because of the amount of wetlands 

disturbance, there is an application pending with the Army Corp. It 

includes both Bristol and Southington. 

 Mr. Borowy noted you would have to come back before us if there 

were any substantive changes to the proposal.  Mr. Carr commented that 

maybe that could be a condition of approval. 

 Mr. Borowy made a motion to table IW#1263.  Mr. Grover seconded.  

Motion passed unanimously on a voice vote. 

 Site walk set for Wednesday, September 27, 2017. 

   

  

 D. Information – FF #256 – Application of Woodard and Curran 

seeking to disturb floodplain for a new well and generator project for 

the Southington Water Dept. Property located at 1021 Meriden Waterbury 

Tpk. 

 Mr. Lavallee explained this could have been done under agent 

approval but he decided to bring it to the commission’s attention.  It 

is a very small new well building.   It is adjacent to the drive-in 

theater on Route 322.   They propose new pavement in the area which is 

floodplain disturbance but they are mitigating it by provided a net 

cut of 37 sf which provides a net gain of floodplain storage. 

 They want to secure the area with a fence.  It is an existing 

treatment facility.  There is a good portion of floodplain on the 

property.  Engineering and planning reviewed it and have no issues 

with it. 

 It is behind the treatment building.  The new pavement and 

existing pavement they are going to replace to be sure there is a 

stable base.   

 It is not within wetland area however there is an upland review 

area associated with it.  It is mostly disturbed now.   Very minimal 

tree cutting was done. 

 We have to wait 14 days for appeal period, however you can vote 

on it on the site walk. 
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 Mr. Borowy made a motion to table FF #256.   Mr. Ali seconded.  

Motion passed unanimously on a voice vote. 

 Site walk scheduled for Wednesday, September 27, 2017. 

 

 The Chair skipped over Item E and went to the Show Cause Hearing 

for 771 East Street.  The unpermitted activity within the wetland. 

 Mr. Lavallee stated there was clearcutting of the wetland.  We’ve 

been in constant contact with the property owner at 771 East Street to 

follow restoration plan which they agreed to do.  They hired HQ 

Landscaping to do the installation of trees and shrubs and to remove 

the woodchips.  They did a really good job with that as they did it by 

hand.    

 Now it is down to the existing grade of wetland soil.  There are 

some small shrubs and ferns coming back up.  The plantings so far look 

good. 

 The applicant, Alessandra Capobianco, added they planted about a 

week and a half ago.  The original plan said at least 3-foot shrubs 

and 4-inch trees.  HQ provided much larger trees.  (Pictures passed 

around.)   It is exactly what is on the restoration plan for the 

shrubs.  The woodchips were very, very costly and they’re removed.  

Now there is lots of hydralgia coming back.   We hope you are 

satisfied. 

 The majority of the trees are 8 feet in height.   

 The Chair noted a lot of work has been done and it looks 

wonderful.  Did we ask to have a seed mix put down? Mr. Lavallee said 

there is a wet mix and the owner of HQ is trying to source that.   

 The Chair noted they’ve come before us, prepared the restoration 

and we’ve approved it and it has been completed with the exception of 

wetland seed mix.   At this point the Show Cause Hearing can be closed 

conditional upon Mr. Lavallee’s blessing of the restoration of the 

seed mix for this property.   Mr. Lavallee said the name of it is 

Simple Wet Mix.   And, three-year monitoring is part of the condition 

of the Show Cause Hearing and replacement if there is any loss. 

 Mr. Borowy made that motion as noted above.   Mr. Grover 

seconded.  Motion passed 4 to 0 on a roll call vote. 

 

 E. Information – IW#1264 -  Application of Sandy Capobianco 

seeking to install a patio and establish a grassed area with the 

Upland Review Area.  Property located at 771 East Street. 
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 Mr. Lavallee noted on the plan the area of the patio and it 

indicates the distance to the wetland lane.  The area was partially 

stoned and the line of stumps the previous owner had cut trees. 

 So, this is to install a patio and lawn area.   

 The Chair suggested marking the wetlands long term with boulders, 

et cetera, so there is no further encroachment. 

 Mr. Borowy made a motion to table.   Mr. Grover seconded.  Motion 

passed unanimously on a voice vote. 

 Site walk set for Wednesday, September 27, 2017. 

 

8. Communications 

 A. Reports from Public, Press and Ex-Officio members regarding 

items other than those scheduled for action. 

 None. 

 

9. Conservation Issues/ Unfinished Business/ Miscellaneous 

 5-year extension request of Southington Cheshire YMCA; IW#1203 

for pond dredging 

 Mr. Lavallee advised they did get their Army Corp approval and 

they are interested in moving forward. 

 Mr. Borowy made a motion to extend it for 5 years.   Mr. Ali 

seconded.   Motion passed unanimously on a voice vote. 

 

 Show Cause Hearing:   775, 771 East Street – Unpermitted activity 

within the wetland 

 As to #755 East, there is quite a bit of regrown as they didn’t 

have as much ground surface disturbance advised Mr. Lavallee.  He saw 

the plantings in the driveway but was not sure whether they were put 

in, yet.  Mr. Lavallee will get in touch with them and find out the 

plan.  The ash trees have not been removed. 

 This portion of the show cause hearing still remains open. 

 

 Mr. Lavallee reported as to other conservation issues or 

miscellaneous, there is a minor intrusion into the upland review area, 

a small portion of the wetlands at 79 Manor Road.  The next day they 

were out there restoring it. 
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 Site walks set for Wednesday, September 27, 2017. 

 

10. Adjournment 

 Mr. Borowy made a motion to adjourn which Mr. Grover seconded.  

Motion passed unanimously on a voice vote. 

 (Whereupon, the meeting was adjourned at 8:38 o’clock, p.m.)  


